Abstract -We extend Piret's u p p e r bound [l] to codes over uniform signal sets ( a signal set is referred t o be uniform if the Euclidean distance distribution is same from a n y point i n the signal s e t ) which include as a special case codes over symmetric P S K signal sets and all signal sets matched to groups [2]. The probability distribution that gives optimum bound is obtained for codes over simplex, biorthogonal signal sets and hamming spaces.
I. INTRODUCTION
For codes designed for the Hamming distance, Elias bound gives an asymptotic upper bound on the normalized rate of the code for a specified normalized Hamming distance. Let C be a length n code over a q-ary alphabet with minimum hamming distance dH(C). The asymptotic Elias bound is given by
where 0 = (g -l)/q, R = limn-,m log, I C I is the normal- The proof of this theorem follows in spirit the arguments in [l] . But our proof for the general class of codes over uniform sets leads to a simpler proof for codes over PSK signal sets.
The optimum bound depends on the choice of the probability 'This work was partly supported by CSIR, India, through a Research Grant ,..., M -1 (5) where K is the squared distance between any two signal points. Moreover, for all values of q the asymptotic Elias bound can be obtained from this bound. 
SUMMARY
We have extended the known upper bound [l] to the case of any uniform signal set with simplified proof for the known bound over symmetric PSK signal sets. In case of codes over simplex, hamming spaces and biorthogonal signal sets we obtain the probability distribution that gives the optimum bound.
